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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Can be restored
When enabled, soft delete enables you to save and recover your
data when blobs or blob snapshots are deleted.
This protection extends to blob data that is erased as the
result of an overwrite.
Box 2: Cannot be restored
It has been deleted.
Box 3: Can be restored
It has not been deleted.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-bl
ob-soft-delete

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are some key characteristics of SAP Smart Business? Note:
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
A. SAP Smart Business is based on an exception-based working
model.
B. SAP Smart Business cannot be tailored to key roles in the
organization.
C. SAP Smart Business is based on SAP BW/4HANA.
D. SAP Smart Business offers KPI visualizations via tiles in
the SAP Fiorilaunchpad.
E. SAP Smart Business contains a multi-device user interface
because it is based on SAP Fiori.
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Failure is _________
A. Bug found during Design phase
B. Incorrect program behavior due to a fault in the program
C. Bug found before product Release
D. Bug found after product Release
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What would make the Salesforce connector become unverified?
A. The Salesforce account has reached the limit of the number
of lead or contact records that could be created
B. The Pardot account has reached the limit of the number of

prospect records that could be created
C. The connector user's Salesforce password was changed
D. The connector user's Pardot password was changed
Answer: C
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